Types of Responses of Advanced Learners
Below you find a number of extracts typically found in response journals:

Affective responses are a kind of raw emotion or a ‘gut reaction’ you have after reading, such as
anger, love, jealousy, indignation, contentment, sadness....
e.g.: I was furious when reading the Battle Royal scene. How can these people be so mean and treat a human being
like that. I felt like stepping out and hitting them, or sceaming or I don’t know what. I was also shocked at how the
main character didn’t even find it so terrible. (He doesn’t have a name! Maybe that has something to say as well, he
is invisible and nameless???) He certainly didn’t like being treated like that and was frustrated but not as angry as I
was. For him this seems to be quite normal. That makes me even more angry! I really hate these fat politicians, they
are the worst hypocrites I have ever seen...

Associative Responses are analogies or associations you have when reading. There are no true
and false associations, everyone has their own!!! Let your mind wander, relax (as described in the
free-writing technique), this will open the doors for all your associations to flow in.
Look, for example, at the following response of a student to a line from a poem.
...“Something there is that doesn’t love a wall.”(line 1)
I remember when I was young and how I was always sent to my room for punishment of something I had done
wrong. I hated being sent to my room, not in the beginning, of course, because I always thought I’d get even with my
Mom and show her that I could have a lot of fun in there. As the hours went by, though, I usually ran out of things
to do and therefore I would always try to think of a good story to tell sweet ole Dad abourt how mean Mom had
been to me. I just hated those four blank walls; I guess that’s because I saw them so often.
or:
Little Richard’s behavior reminds me of this story I read in the newspaper last week. A little boy had played with
matches and then hid in the closet because of his bad conscience and fear. Wow, that’s dangerous if little kids react
like that. I guess it also has to do a lot with the fear of punishment. These kids must be hit a lot!
You might also note things that strike you as strange or just interesting such as for example this
response to the beginning of the novel Song of Solomon by Tony Morrison.
It’s strange that so many characters have Biblical names: Pilate, Magdalena, First Corinthians, Mercy hospital..
(p18). What does this mean?
...
There seem to be a lot of symbols in the book: Watermark (p.11), Red velvet (p.10). I don’t know their meanings yet,
maybe it’ll become clearer later.
Also note your impressions of the structure of the text. For example:
The author is constantly jumping back and forth in the lives of the characters. Slowly their history is becoming clear.
It’s sometimes difficult to follow. I have to read a page or two until I realize who she is dealing with now! I wonder
why she does this!
...
It’s getting worse. I am getting angry with T. Morrison. I feel she is teasing me! Why can’t she just organize her
material bxetter? There must be some artistic reason or is it just to be different from the others???
Most of the time your response will be a mixture of all of these approaches. Even the examples
above usually include more than just one aspect. Don’t let yourself be stiffled by trying to stick to
one aspect. Just let your ideas flow! Don’t forget to write down page numbers, so you can later find
exact quotes if you need them.

More examples of reading diary entries
(years 6-7) These examples are unedited, quick responses copied from the learners’
online journals on Moodle.

“The Euphio Question”– Kurt Vonnegut
The first thing I have to mention after having read „The Euphio Question“ is, that I absolutely
loved the ending, probably because it was both surprising, and also funny in a way.
The story mildly reminds me of the first one we read. (Top of the food chain/T.C. Boyle) In
both stories someone testifies before a commission, telling what has happened, but this
story had the “action” or “plot” that I missed in Boyle’s. Although it is, on the second look
unrealistic that someone would tell a story in this way before a commission (with all the
dialogues and no interaction until the very end with its members), these dialogues etc. make
the story easy/fun to read.
One thing I don’t quite understand is how to imagine this feeling you get when listening to
the fictional device. At some parts the speaker (sociology professor) describes it as some
sort of euphoria and buoyancy, while the people exposed to the sound rather seem relaxed
and lazy to me.
Another thing that I didn’t like was the way Vonnegut depicted the wives of Eddie and the
narrator: both husbands seem to be used to having a dinner before them when they get
home. Maybe that was normal at the time the story was written, but still I can’t help frowning
on this type depiction of a wife.
When you have a closer look you can spot some few small details that are a little illogical (for
example how does Fred know that the time, when the “whole town went nuts”, “checks” to
the second with the time when they switched on the device?) Although I know very well that
there might be an explanation for these small details that I didn’t think of yet and that they
are completely irrelevant for the plot of the story, I still like it, when everything is logical and
makes perfect sense. (In the book I read (also written by Vonnegut) I noticed many and
clearer examples of these small things that apparently didn’t fit together, especially with Billy
Pilgrim’s time travels.)
I wonder what Kurt Vonnegut wanted to criticize with this short story (as he always does
criticize something, that’s for sure). Maybe the fact that people try to make money out of
everything possible, without paying attention to who is harmed? It is clear that he wants to
say that you shouldn’t want to “buy” happiness, but still I don’t see how buying happiness
(through purchasing possession for example) can be dangerous, which is his first argument
(I think). This doesn’t mean that I don’t agree with the basic idea, that it is somehow pathetic
how we try to become happy.
For me a good story must be/have two things: First of all a message, something to think
about, or at least an entertaining story and secondly it must be written in a way that is
exciting/funny etc. For me this story fulfills both requirements. (If a story is excellent on one
of these two points only, the story can be great too, but if it’s merely “good” in one and
mediocre in the other, I tend to forget these stories very fast.)
By Agnes V.

Three reflections on “And Our Flag Was Still There” by Barbara Kingsolver
Paula M.
The story is about a woman talking about patriotism because her daughter has to wear red
white and blue to kindergarten for a day to remember the victims of 9/11. I really liked the
story because the woman,although she is american herself, critizices the overdoing of
patriotism in America. She talks about extreme cases where americans get really racist
towars other people just out of " loyalty to their country". I think it is a nice story because she
is not really blaming anyone she is just saying that there are a lot of people overdoing it and
in the end she says that the meaning of her flag is that " we´re all just people together" and I
think that is a really nice way of seeing it.

Paula N:
First of all, I want to point out how much this story touched me. I actually cried a little. I cried
because everything in this story seems so true to me and it's very tragic to me how certain
people deal with horrible events like September 11, how they blame other innocent people
simply because they might have the same religion as the ones who flew into the building,
how they make important rights, that courageous people gave their lives for years, seem
stupid and not necessary. But I also cried because this story gave me hope that there are
people like Mrs. Kingsolver who keep their heart free from hate and blaming minorities, and
who believe in the Constitution and everything that came with it and not only for white
Americans but for all Americans, whether they or their grandparents immigrated or what
beliefs or sexuality they have. I will suggest this story to friends and family because in my
opinion this story forces you to think about the often dark truth of so-called "necessary wars
for peace and freedom" but also gives you hope that there are people who want this peace
and freedom peacefully and for everyone.

Johannes W.
Well, a perfect style, an interesting and well-chosen topic and an optimistic message doesn't
leave so much room for associations. But still one question came to my mind immediately:
"What type of text is this?" To me it is neither a short-story, nor a speech, a report or an
article. It is somehow a mixture of all, isn't it? Since I am a European and actually have
never left the continent actually so far, this theme of finding one country's or even one
peoples values, identity and community is something rather unknown, odd, funny to me. Of
course this is linked to History, I'm perfectly aware of that, but it is somehow weired but at
the same time amusing to read. I liked reading it also for the nice style and the well chosen
tone and language. I wasn't used to the absence of an actual plot (just the little side-track of
her daughter) and also the absence of an actual description of characters, etc. But that again
was creating a certain tension because I wanted to know more... I guess this was the very
intention of the good and talented author and actually now, at this very moment, it comes to
my mind: In my opinion this is an inner monologue... :-)1

Teacher’s comment: The text is actually a literary essay – but the student has never heard of this
genre at this point.
1

Reflections on: Paul Auster, a story from The Red Notebook
Love it! Awesome! Simply great! I cannot remember the title anymore but I had the story
about a man who survived a concentration camp, while being there fell in love with a woman
he had never seen before; they just wrote letters. After all, they married got children and
raised them. When the oldest son was studying already, he fell in love with a girl that turns
out to be the daughter of the SS officer. Nevertheless both fathers like each-other, they (their
children) marry and the family leads a rich, good life.
There are three reasons why I like that story:
1.) I love the style, the language, the tone and THE LENGTH. This is one of the few short
stories that really are short. But the quality is on the top and I did not at all have the feeling
that I wasted time. Everything important is in, everything that is not necessary and just
makes you lose time is not there - this is what I call real expertise.
2.) It is one of the so much wanted, yet so little available stories about the WWII times that is
not depressing, full of pain, suffering and "victimism", trying to teach one a lesson, trying to
convince one of one certain aspect or making you feel guilty of something others haven't
even done... You know all of that horrifying elements are just not there, which -- for a change
-- is really relaxing.
3.) This is a real story! I find it simply great to take true tales based on life and to make a
novel/story/whatever out of it... And the fact that he -- the author -- had done it in such a
good way is also wonderful. You see, I find that short story marvelous, perfectly enjoyable
and great to read. I have hardly ever said that a very sheet of paper (that I even got in
school) was an experience -- but this single page was one!
There isn't much more to say, for me; I found that an enrichment, something like a little
treasure within my long course of educational existence. Thank you for that story.
By Johannes W.

Reflections on “Top of the Food Chain” by T.C. Boyle
I can't believe that the main character, who is talking to the Senator, is so indifferent to all
the animals and at last people dying. It's like he doesn't care at all as long as he can say that
he fulfilled his job which was to help the people to get rid of the mosquitoes. It was also
unbelievable how arrogant he was and how bad he talked about the people in Borneo and
how low he apparently thought about them. If he was as much smarter than the people
there, I don't understand how he didn't use his wisdom to help the people instead of making
everything worse for them. If he at least had been sorry I could maybe find sympathy for him
but like this he just makes me want to punch him. I really would have liked to know what the
Senator, he was talking to, thought about all that.
By Paula N.

Reflections on the novel Girl with a Pearl Earring
Even though it is not told sadly, to me the story was very sad. It is beautifully told, but it's
depressing that Griet doesn't have even one person that she can confide in, and I don't think
that anyone would be able to hide their emotions like she does. She's so shy, and
sometimes i wanted her to say something or do something, for example when the friend of
Johannes Vermeer comes and tries to rape her, but she just pushes him away slightly. Of
course, as a maid you can't always speak your opinion, but she has to stand up for herself a
little bit, at least in my opinion.
The language was beautiful. I don't know how Tracy Chevalier does it, but she never tells
the emotions of anyone, but you still know exactly how they are feeling. I would have liked to
have more emotions when her sister had the plague, that was the only time it was overdone
in my opinion. I liked that there was not a cheesy ending, but a very realistic one that was
not satisfying to Griet, but she could settle with it. As a reader, it kind of felt the same.
By Anna E.

Reflections on “ Magdalena Looking” by Tracy Chevalier
Oh my! There is so much conflict in that simple short story. First of all the women-role
problem, ignorance in general, the longing for some acknowledgement, personal needs and
poorness all the same.

I felt sorry for that poor little girl, Magdalena. The common theme of a talented daughter of a
skilled father who is just not being noticed by him because of gender role and circumstances
in which they live in is sad. You want to help them all out of their silly, maybe unnecessary
but surely disappointing situation, because you see the escape -- they cannot, maybe should
not.
How annoying must it be for a daughter to have a father who hardly ever looks at her,
doesn't notice her, while she admires him and wants to be taught by him -- she never paints
but a dot. Her abjection is typical for that miserable situation she finds herself in and the
ignorance of her father, the unwanted humiliation by her father (looking at her to paint her,
giving her the jewelry because of light-reflexion and not beauty) and the final uselessness of
all that problematic life does cause the reader pain.
Another aspect is the actual picture that truly exists. Nobody really knows that young
woman, yet she is still there, drawn in a fine way, looking very extraordinary, yet familiar.
Strange and unfamiliar but at the same time interestingly pretty. I like the way the author has
put a whole story around that picture, embedding the little details and relating them with an
own anecdote or well explained reason. Nothing happens accidentally -- there is reason
behind -- we just cannot see it most of the time. In this story we can, because she wants us
to and it works. I like the atmosphere, the jigsaw-puzzle-like coming together of everything
and the so very true outlook of great connection, the overall sense -- the living moment for
eternity...
By Johannes W.

